
Mitzvah 2011!!! 
 
 
 
MITZVAH 2011 ARE YOU OUT THERE? 
 
MITZVAH 2011 (clap) 
 
Can I Mitzvah? 
YES WE CAN!       X3 
 
And we're gone, 6, 7, 8 
 
I said a Mitz - vah, Admit it, admit it that the M one one is the most fun 
We rock it in the 'Bu sun, son. Get up jump and run with the Mitzvah that can't be beat 
X4 
 
Ahhh-ahhh You know what it is. 
 M Eleven, M Eleven, M Eleven, M Eleven 
Every time we Mitz, we Mitzvah big. 
 M Eleven, M Eleven, M Eleven, M Eleven 
See us in our blue and gray, you know we rock it every day 
 M Eleven, M Eleven, M Eleven, M Eleven 
Say goodbye to mom and dad, do good deeds with Cali swag 
 M Eleven, M Eleven, M Eleven, M Eleven 
 
We're gonna cheer out, it's gonna be loud 
Ohhhh, just another summer night 
Are you ready for the Mitzvah life? 
 
Which other Mitzvah rhymes like the RZA. 
Our cheers will rumble, M one one's humble 
M eleven samples, here's one for example. 
 
Hilltop, Hilltop, we ain't tryna dis ya, but everybody knows we the elbow lickin' Mitzvah! 
Everybody knows we the elbow lickin' Mitzvah! 
Everybody knows we the elbow lickin' Mitzvah! 
 
We cross the line, and we stand side by side 
And M eleven knows, that we are right at home.  X2 
 
(Instrumental) 
My Mitz runs the GHC 
Yo Mitz needs a CIT 



My Mitz rage in the cage 
Yo Mitz ain't the right age 
My Mitz, half the camp, right 
Yo Mitz down at TEC site 
My Mitz, palace life 
Yo Mitz, butta knife 
My Mitz, Chug Gadol 
Yo Mitz, Cabin Ro 
My Mitz, got our own limud 
Yo Mitz, just plain rude! 
 
It's time that we let this camp know,  
M Eleven gonna rep it from the Mo,  
Mitzvah got cheers that impress 
P.S. We the best in the business 
 
Oooh, Gindling, do you know what we're worth! 
M Eleven is the best on earth 
They say that at Hilltop, MITZVAH COMES FIRST! 
M Eleven is the best on earth 
M Eleven is the best on earth 
 
Mitzvah rockin' in this camp tonight,  
M Eleven gonna have a good time  X2 
 
M Eleven shuff-a-lin' 
M Eleven shuff-a-lin' 
 
Our gray and blue is so fly 
You know that we would not lie 
Jay-M is smarter than Bill Nye 
Take a look at this guy 
Get yo M one one fix, 
Sicker than the remix. 
Mitzvah's gonna blow your mind tonight 
 
M Eleven's dancin' on the floor 
Never been a Mitz like us before 
Check us out, we got our conselor Or 
Come on Hilltop hear our mighty roar 
 
Wo-oah oh oh oh oh oh ohhhhhhh 
Do Mitzvo- oh- oh- oh- oh-ohhhhhttt 
Check our Flo oh oh oh oh ohhhhhhh 



Watch us Go oh oh oh oh ohhhhh 
 
M ELEVEN BREAK  IT DOWN 
 
(Do the step) X3 
 
Wo-oah oh oh oh oh oh ohhhhhhh 
Do Mitzvo- oh- oh- oh- oh-ohhhhhttt 
Check our Flo oh oh oh oh ohhhhhhh 
Watch us Go oh oh oh oh ohhhhh      X2 
 
Hear us cheerin', watch us steppin' 
We're M eleven til the world ends 
Tribe called Mitzvah, we can feel it, 
We're M eleven til the world ends 
We're M eleven til the world ends 
We're M eleven til the world ends 
 
PSHHHHHH 


